This paper deals with the problem of determining the exact order of convergence for the finite difference method applied to ordinary boundary value problems when formulas of different orders are used at different points of the grid. Under rather general assumptions, it is shown that the global discretization error is 0(h ) if the local truncation error is 0(h ) on the boundary and at interior grid points, while it is only 0(h ) at grid points near the boundary. Here k and p denote the order of the differential and the boundary operator, respectively.
1. Introduction. For finite difference methods it is a standard procedure to conclude convergence from consistency and stability. Moreover, the order of convergence is shown to be at least the order of consistency (cf. Stetter [16] ).
However, Bramble and Hubbard have shown in a series of papers [3] [4] [5] (see also Price [15] ) that the order of convergence may be improved in special cases. In order to obtain this rule it is evident that instead of the usual stability inequalities one needs weighted stability inequalities (see Section 2) . These are derived in [4] , [5] from the monotone properties of the difference equations and from the existence of appropriate grid functions (for a systematic approach see Ciarlet [6] ).
For a more elegant method, which avoids the construction of special grid functions, we refer to Lorenz [13] , [14] . AU of these results basically require that the difference equations lead to an inverse monotone matrix. Hence, they are applicable to ordinary as well as partial boundary value problems but are mainly restricted to secondorder equations which are inverse monotone (i.e., which have a nonnegative Green's function).
The first general result for the ordinary finite difference method is due to Kreiss [12] (see Esser [7] for an extension) who obtained the above rule in the cases p = k -1 and p = k -2, but his method seems not to generalize directly (cf. Section 2).
In this paper we shall prove the rule of Bramble and Hubbard in the ordinary case under rather general assumptions. We consider an w-dimensional system of ordinary boundary value problems of order k where *,; and rh axe grid functions and the pairs (Lh, Rh) are discrete analogues of (L, R) (see Section 2 for details).
In Section 2 we derive weighted stability inequalities for the pairs (Ln, Rh) by means of stability itself and an additional condition for the difference operator Lh.
Furthermore, using the stability theory of [12] , [1] , we shaU show that both assumptions are satisfied if certain root conditions hold for the principal part of the difference operator Lh (see Sections 3 and 4). These root conditions have been verified in [1] for a wide class of difference approximations.
Throughout our analysis we use maximum norms of difference quotients over the given grid. Therefore, we also obtain a modified rule which determines the order of convergence of the difference quotients, or of certain difference formulas, applied to the solution of the discrete system (2). This will be illustrated in Section 5 by some numerical examples.
Finally, it will be shown that the weighted stability inequalities derived in Sections 2, 3 and 4 cannot, in general, be improved.
2. Weighted Stability Inequalities. Let us briefly describe the difference equations (2) and introduce some notation.
For h E H let Jh = {ah, ah + h, ..., bh -h, bh} C R be the underlying equidistant grid, where the endpoints ah, bh satisfy (3) h~x(bh-ah)eN, ah -> a and bh -* b for h -► 0 Qi G H).
Furthermore, let J'h = {a'h = an + kxh, a'h + h, ..., b'h -h, b'n = bn -k2h], where kx,k2 G N and kx + k2 = k. By Xh and X'h we denote the space of grid functions with values in Rm and with domains Jh and J'h, respectively. We assume xh G Xh, rh &X'h andLh: Xh -^>-X'n,Rn: Xfl -*-Rmfc are linear operators, so that (2) constitutes a system oXm\Jlt\ linear equations in m\Jh\ unknowns(\Jh\ = h~1(bh ~ah) + 1).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Nearly every reasonable difference equation which approximates (1) on an equidistant grid may be written in the form (2) . We consider as an example the following Sturm-Liouville boundary value problem:
and the difference equations f h -2(xh(t -h)-2xh(t) + xh(t + h)) \ for t = a and t = b -h, The minimal / having this property is usually equal to the order of the differential operator L (the boundary operator R) which is approximated by Ln (Rh).
For example, it is easily seen for our difference equations (5), (6) 
which is the desired order of convergence.
Thus, the exponent p in inequality (9) indicates precisely how the order of consistency in Jhl may be reduced without affecting the order of convergence. Our further study will, therefore, be devoted to weighted stability inequalities. These results have been extended by Esser [7] to the cases j = p = k -I and j = p = k -2 where, in addition, a discrete ¿,-norm was used on the right-hand side of inequality (10) . For / = 0 Theorem 1 shows that inequality (9) holds with p = k -p and, if Jhl consists of grid points near the boundary, we obtain the rule of Bramble and Hubbard as described in the introduction. If (Lh, Rh) is || ||fc-stable then inequality (10) is even valid for all / G {0, ..., k). We shall investigate this case in more detail, since || Instability and condition (V) will be satisfied under nearly the same assumptions. grid. Here E ! Afc is considered as a linear operator mapping Xh into X'h. Such a decomposition is natural for common finite difference schemes (cf. [1] , [8] , [9] , [17] ).
For our example (5) we have L'hxn(t) = p0(t)xh(t), t Ej'h, xh E Xh, and
where yh E X'h. For a proof of the following theorem we refer to [1] (see [8] , [9] , [12] for related theorems).
Theorem 2. Assume that 0 is not an eigenvalue of (L -pkDk + L', R). Let -k pkE l Ak, L'h and Rn be consistent with pkDk, L' and R, respectively, and let L'h be || \\k_x-bounded and Rh be \\ \\k-bounded. Then (Lh, Rh) is || \\k-stable if and only if pk is || \\0-stable, i.e., there exists a constant C> 0 such that (11) .Ix*»,, < C\\phkxn\\0 V*" G X'h and for almost every h E H Using the same representation of /,, as above we are going to prove condition It is obviously sufficient to prove the condition (V) for yah and ybh separately. We shaU construct the corresponding zah, zb E Xh as solutions of the following discrete initial-value problems Note that the matrices associated with the systems (12) and (13) (ii) for some a E (0, 1) and with e and e~ as defined by (14) the operator pk is || \\e-stable and \\ \\_-stable, i.e. for some constant C> 0 and for almost every h EH \\xh\\e<C\\pkxh\\e and Wx"\lr<C\\i%xh\lr for all xhE X'h.
Then the equations (12) and (13) have uniquely determined solutions zah and zb, for which the estimates (15) KH^C^II^Ho, \K\\e<Chk\\yX
hold. In particular, condition (V) is satisfied.
Proof. We only consider the equation (13) The proof makes use of the inequalities (15) but, apart from this, is quite similar to that of Theorem 1 and will, therefore, be omitted.
The "local effect" of inequality (19) in comparison to (10) will be illustrated in Section 5 for our example (5), (6).
4. The Root Conditions. In Section 3 we have reduced the two main assumptions of Theorem 1-|| Instability of (Lh, Rh) and condition (V)-to the question of whether pk is stable with respect to the norms || ||0, || ||e and || ||_.
In what follows we shall prove that the answer is affirmative in any case under the same general conditions, which will be called the root conditions.
For that purpose we assume a special structure for the operator pk. Let pk(t) = [a, b] and suppose that the difference approximation of Dk in J'h results from the application of the same difference formula (usually of higher order) at all inner grid points, and a finite number of formulas (usually of lower order or asymmetric)
near the boundary (cf. [1] , [2] , [8] ). Taking into account the fact that we can factor A out of these formulas (see [17] , [1] ), we arrive at the following representation: For a proof of Theorem 4 and a detailed discussion of the literature ( [7] , [8] ,
[12]) we refer to [1] . It should be noted that (Rl) and (R2) are satisfied for a wide class of finite difference schemes applied to boundary value problems of even order
([I])-
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 5. Let pk be of the form (20) and let the root conditions (Rl) and (R2) hold. Then pk is || \\e-stable and || W^-stable if e and ë are given by (14) and a satisfies (21) \o¡\, \o~j\ < a < 1 for i = 1, ..., a and j = 1, ..., ¡5.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume m = 1 since phk is a "diagonal" operator, i.e., (p\xh)i only depends on (xh)i for I -1, ..., ffi. Furthermore, we confine ourselves to || Instability (the modifications necessary in the case of || ¡¡--stability will be obvious from the proof). It will be convenient to introduce complex valued grid functions and to identify J'h and {0, ..., «}, X'h and R" + 1, phk and the real part If an arbitrary r EC" + l is given, we determine * as in SI and solve Pk nyr -pk nx according to S2. Then pk n(* + y) = r and II* + y\\e < 11*11, + \\y\\e < C(||r||e + ||r -Pfc)"*lle) < C(||r||e + ||*||e) < C||r[|e.
Proof of SI. By (Rl) and (R2) we have for some constant w E C PiE) = wE*~a fl iE-a¡I)Vi ft (oil -E-lf*.
Hence, it will be sufficient to prove that for any grid function s: {r¡,... ,n-rj} This is an easy consequence of (19) and the inequality U&X -afollo < lll^ft -^[3c]Äll0 + C||[*]ft -xh\\j.
We note that (24) already follows from the stability inequality (10) if ra = rb.
In order to obtain 0(ftT)-convergence with respect to || ||0 it is, therefore, sufficient to choose p = 5 = r, ra = t -k + pa,Tb = r -k + pb. This choice leads to 0(hT) for 0 </ < /i0 := Min(pa, pb), 0(hT~U~ßo)) Xoxp0<j<k.
For our example (5), (6) The quotient Ord/A) = log(e(A)/e(A/2))/log 2 has been used to estimate the order of convergence (cf. [13] ). (24) is applicable with k = 2, pa = 1, pb = 0, ra = 2, r = 4, Tb = 2, p = 3, S = 4 and yields the orders 3, 3 and 2 for / = 0, 1 and 2. These were reproduced very accurately by the numerical computation.
We also considered a modification of the difference equations (5), (6) We note that the orders of convergence predicted by (24) are already attained approximately for larger values of A (with the exception of Ord2(A), which seems to be underestimated by (24)). This is important since for smaller values of A the exact order of convergence cannot be observed due to the rounding errors occurring in the direct solution of the system (2). For fourth-order problems numerical experiments show that these rounding errors become crucial at least if A < 1/100 provided the calculation is done in a precision of 16 decimal digits.
6. Optimal Weighted Stability Inequalities. Our numerical results suggest that the weighted stability inequality (10) in connection with the given orders of consistency determines the exact order of convergence (at least if ra = Tb and / < p). Indeed, we shall prove that inequality (10) is sharp in a certain sense. More precisely, the exponent k -p in (10) (for /' = 0) cannot be increased by 1 if Rh is || || -bounded but not ¡I H j-bounded. As in Section 2 we consider a boundary value problem (1) and linear operators Lh: Xh -» X'h, Rh:Xh-+Rmk (hEH).
Theorem 6. Let (Lh, Rh) be consistent with (L, R) and let Lh and Rh be || \\k-bounded. Let a series of subsets Jb C J'h and Na, Nb E N, p E {0, ..., k -1} be given such that Na, Nb> p and where Jb = J'h \/°, holds for all xh E Xh and almost every hEH, then Rh is || || -bounded.
Remarks. 1. The conditions (25) and (26) require that the boundary conditions and the difference equations in /^ (which usually consists of interior grid points) form an uncoupled system. This is a natural assumption for difference approximations to two-point boundary value problems.
2. It is interesting to note that we assume inequality (10) only for / = 0.
Hence, Theorem 6 also applies to difference schemes (Lh, Rh) for which weighted stability inequalities have been derived by means of inverse monotonicity (cf. [2] , [14] ).
Proof. Let us assume to the contrary that there exists a subsequence H' EH and a sequence xh EXh(hE H') such that \\Rhxh\\0 = 1, ||*"||M -* 0 (A G H'). Let M = yiax(k, 2(p + 1)) and consider the difference equations AMyh(t) = 0 Xoxt = ah,...,bh-Mh, Alyh(t) = A'xh(t) for t = ah + (Na -p)A, bh -Nbh and / = 0, ..., p, tiyhK +(Na~p)h) = 0 Xoxj = p+ l,...,M-p-2. It is obvious from the proof that the condition (26) can be weakened to Lhxh = 0 in /° if xh = 0 in {a" + (Na -p)h, ...,bh~(Nbp)h}. Furthermore, we remark that we can establish a full equivalence between the || ¡I -boundedness of Rh and the condition that the weighted stability inequality (27) is valid for /^ = {ah, ..., ah + nah, bh -nbh, ..., bh} and any fixed na, nb E N (with C depending on na, nb). For that purpose we have to assume that the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) at the end of Section 4 hold and that Rh is consistent with R and satisfies a local estimate H****llo <C^H\\kilah>ah+mn^ + \\xhh,lbh-m,bh]njj for some N EN independent of A and xh.
The conditions (25) and (26) will then be satisfied for appropriate Na, Nb E N. 
